Curator’s Report to RIG Committee November 30th 2020
Part of this report is repeated from earlier months as I have not received any responses
from anyone other than my neighbor Tony, to any requests for information sent out so far
in these monthly reports.
Over the past year I’ve raised many queries, and to those (the Ts & Ds, in the main) who have
assisted – thank you. The job of curating the collection is gathering and recording historically
meaningful RIG objects and photographs with a view to future display. As I lack members’
knowledge of the past, I urge you to read the report, look at the online links, and email me
with any corrections, information and answers. Thank you! AA’H
Reminder of why we have an online catalogue for the RIG collection
One day the RIG Collection of donated marine artefacts will be housed in a museum. Until
then in the interests of preservation it is stored digitally in a catalogue online. This is the
safest backup as it can never be demolished by flood, storm or fire. That’s why we bother.
How members can help:
• Photographs in the RIG Collection are recorded with captions as they were received. Some
have no caption: members are invited to supply information. Read on to find out how.
• Online access also makes it easier for everyone to contribute what they know about each
item.
• You can view the ever-growing RIG catalogue at
https://ehive.com/collections/200519/the-rebuild-independence-group-rigcollection
• The online catalogue, titled simply “The RIG Collection” is available to the public.
• YOUR TURN: Visit the link above for a minute. Choose View All. Click on the photos
in turn. Each photo represents a record, sometimes taking you to a group of many
photos and much more information. Is the info about these photos correct? Have you
anything to add? If so, go to the Add Comments box at the bottom of the page you are
looking at, and add your info. Thank you.
Repeat request:
I’ve given up on this regular request. I suggest the object be removed from the Collection as
irrelevant to RIG.
“In the Collection on display, is a ship’s bell, and a ship’s wheel. Their plaque says they
came from SS Karinga. SS Karinga is not on record, neither as a ship nor as a tug. We can’t
display these two items if there is no record of the vessel. Could someone please contact
kind donor Paul Wilding to verify provenance.
Bell from SS Karinga 1943-1977 with Plaque from SS Karinga 1943-1977
Plaque says SS Karinga.
Ships Wheel from SS Karinga 1943-1977”

Repeat Request for a list of donated and loaned building materials and tools:
Question: Could members please provide names and detail of any building materials or
tools donated (or loaned) to be recorded in the C category of the Acquisitions Register?
Unless someone emails me some information about these items they can not be added to
the Collection. I am not a person with any knowledge of tools and equipment for boat
building so if no one supplies the information it will not be recorded.
Names on Donor boards:
I continue to record the names on the boards. Some have become faded and totally
nreadable in the period since I began. Some discrepancies exist between the plank book

and the plank inscription and no wonder as the record in the plank book is often
ambiguous. It’s important that volunteers take down the names of donors with great
attention to accuracy and clarity.
History Festival Event May 2021

This is scheduled for Sunday May 9 from 11-12 noon. The normal tour will be sufficient. It
may be advisable to include some reference to KI sealers’ habit of taking Aboriginal women
from Tasmania and the Fleurieu as their “wives” aka slaves. This is a contentious topic
following the publication of Rebe Taylor’s book “Unearthed”, and Bruce Pascoe’s well
promoted observation, be it justified or not, that islanders are loath to discuss the topic.
The argument that “this did not happen in American River because there is no evidence”
will not wash. The abduction of Tasmanian and Fleurieu women across the north coast of
KI has been widely acknowledged and described (Bonwick, Cumpston, Lampert inter alia)
and it would be wise for RIG to include it in our story. Why not?
A PDF summary of our event accompanies this report. Text and detail was approved by the
Committee for the 2020 event which was cancelled due to COVID. The Festival will now go
ahead conditional on there being no recurrence of COVID in 2021.
Karatta Lifeboat

We need photographic records of Karatta pertinent to American River history (not just
general island history) to display with the lifeboat when the time comes. It is imperative that
people start collecting now and submit photos for scanning to the RIG Collection before the
records get lost in the mists of time.
I have found a few references to the Karatta specifically in American River in photographs in
the American River History Collection, most from the Linnett Collection.

Is this the Karatta, out at the entrance to the inlet? Advice please.

This group of Linnett guests appears to be standing on the wharf next to a boat the size of the
Karatta:

I base this on a 1951 photo of my own family at the wharf beside Karatta as a size comparison.
Anyone have more (and better) photos, illustrating the connection of Karatta to the River?
KI Fishermen’s Hall of Fame KIFHOF update
I cannot go any further with this until more people come forward with information.
Thanks to Geoff Ward (in the first instance) then Ian King and Tony Klieve we now have
a two-page list of fishermen of KI and that is up online.
The list includes Fishers, Netters, Crab License holders, and Scale Fishing License
holders from 1960 onwards. It also lists Charter boats.
I have put the list up online in the RIG Catalogue as Record 25, marked “for comment
only”. You can see it at this link:
https://my.ehive.com/accounts/200519/objects/1211810/list-of-fishers-of-americanriver-for-comment-only
You will not need to log in.
If anyone has difficulty using the internet to look at these pages please email me.

Thanks folks, Anne A’Herran
Curator, RIG collection

